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X-ray phase-contrast imaging is an effective approach to drastically increase the

contrast and sensitivity of microtomographic techniques. Numerous approaches

to depict the real part of the complex-valued refractive index of a specimen are

nowadays available. A comparative study using experimental data from grating-

based interferometry and propagation-based phase contrast combined with

single-distance phase retrieval applied to a non-homogeneous sample is

presented (acquired at beamline ID19-ESRF). It is shown that grating-based

interferometry can handle density gradients in a superior manner. The study

underlines the complementarity of the two techniques for practical applications.

1. Introduction

Computed tomography (CT) with high spatial resolution

in the micrometer range (frequently also termed micro-

tomography or mCT) is an established technique for probing

the interior of a specimen in a widely non-destructive way.

Nowadays, by using laboratory-based sources, mCT can be

applied in a routine manner similar to visible-light microscopy

or electron microscopy. The use of microtomography has

proven to be beneficial in diverse scientific fields such as

materials research, biology, paleontology, non-destructive

evaluation or cultural heritage (Bonse & Busch, 1996; Stock,

2008; Banhart, 2008; Maire & Withers, 2014).

While the early development efforts of mCT were concen-

trated on increasing the achievable spatial resolution, more

recently the driver for new applications and instrumentation is

the quest for high contrast and/or sensitivity (Flannery et al.,

1987; Koch et al., 1998; Banhart, 2008). Exploiting �, the real

part of the complex-valued index of refraction, for imaging

is a popular approach to increasing the imaging sensitivity,

frequently termed also as phase-contrast imaging (Nugent,

2010; Mayo et al., 2012). Progressing from data representing

the local-density-related attenuation behavior of a specimen

towards depicting its local refraction allows for drastically

increasing sensitivity in X-ray imaging, since � is several orders

of magnitude larger than the imaginary part � (absorption) of

the refractive index, especially for low-Z materials (Snigirev et

al., 1995; Cloetens et al., 1996; Wilkins et al., 1996).

In general, heterogeneous samples present to some extent

a challenge for X-ray imaging. For example, in medical CT
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metal implants in bone can lead to artifacts (Hsieh, 2003). Due

to the increased sensitivity of phase-contrast X-ray imaging,

tomography of heterogeneous specimens is affected as well.

Being able, for example, to apply propagation-based phase-

contrast imaging in combination with phase retrieval to

specimens containing a mixture of polymers and metals is

under development (Langer et al., 2012). Studying soft and

hard tissues in one specimen is possible but requires dedicated

protocols (Beltran et al., 2010, 2011; Holme et al., 2014).

Hence, a careful consideration of the suitability of phase-

contrast techniques for specimens showing density gradients

is needed.

Different X-ray techniques have been developed to depict

the real part of the refractive index of a specimen such as

analyzer-based imaging (Förster et al., 1980), crystal-based

interferometry (Bonse & Hart, 1965), propagation-based

phase-contrast imaging (PBI) in combination with so-called

phase retrieval (Cloetens et al., 1999), imaging using coded

apertures (Munro et al., 2012), or grating-based interferometry

(XGI) (David et al., 2002; Momose et al., 2003; Weitkamp et al.,

2005; Pfeiffer et al., 2008).

Although nowadays mCT with phase contrast can be applied

using laboratory sources, XGI and especially PBI for example

with applicable exposure time are still preferably performed

with bright X-ray sources at synchrotron radiation facilities.

In this article we shall compare two popular phase-contrast

imaging techniques commonly used in combination with

synchrotron light sources and their ability to image specimens

with varying density profiles: PBI in combination with subse-

quent phase-retrieval processing versus XGI.

Both techniques are known to be highly suited to studying

soft-tissue samples in a complementary manner, i.e. rather

homogeneous samples: PBI methods offer higher spatial

resolution, while XGI gives superior density contrast (Zanette

et al., 2013a; Lang et al., 2014). But soft-tissue specimens are

not representative of the large variety of samples commonly

investigated with phase-contrast imaging. In particular, for

example, specimens from materials research are often

heterogeneous. Knowledge on performance and limitations of

both techniques to depict the interior of specimens with

density gradients, especially in a comparative manner, is

missing. With respect to the available literature, this

comparative study will therefore concentrate on the density

aspect while a comparative analysis of the spatial resolving

power of both techniques is omitted. For the sake of simplicity,

this work is performed under sufficient photon flux. The

potentials of the two approaches are compared under the

conditions at beamline ID19 at the European Synchrotron

Radiation Facility (ESRF; Grenoble, France). Furthermore,

practical aspects of implementing phase-contrast techniques at

a synchrotron radiation beamline will be discussed.

2. Methods

In this article we focus on presenting experimental data

depicting the performance of two popular phase-contrast

imaging approaches to handle specimens with density gradi-

ents.

2.1. Propagation-based phase-contrast imaging

The principle layout of an experiment to perform PBI at a

synchrotron light source is sketched in Fig. 1(a): by leaving

a drift-space between sample and detector and using a

(partially) coherent illumination, interfaces within the sample

are made visible by an interference fringe pattern created

downstream of the sample. The latter is related to the

refraction of the wavefront on the object interfaces which

gives edge-enhanced images (Snigirev et al., 1995; Cloetens et

al., 1996). The creation of the fringes depends strongly on,

among others, the experimental parameters, such as the

propagation distance and the photon energy. Consequently,

the propagation distance needs to be adapted for a given

photon energy and effective detector pixel size in order to

maximize the contrast (Willmott, 2011; Zabler et al., 2005;

Weitkamp et al., 2011). Under the assumption of a fully

transparent object the recorded fringe-images can be inter-

preted as the Laplacian of the phase of the wavefront after

passing the sample (Bremmer, 1952). Hence, phase-retrieval

techniques need to be applied to those images in order to
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Figure 1
(a) Schematic representation of the propagation-based (PBI) setup at ID19. (b) Schematic representation of the grating interferometer (XGI)
installation at ID19.
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establish a direct correlation between the material a voxel

represents and its associated grey-value. Various approaches

have been introduced in recent years to perform phase

retrieval on propagation-based phase-contrast images (cf.

Langer et al., 2008). In this study the method proposed by

Paganin et al. (2002) is used, which resolves the transport-of-

intensity equation assuming a homogeneous sample as well as

monochromaticity and a flat or only mildly curved wavefront.

In practice it has been found, however, that the approach can

deliver excellent results even if the former assumptions are

violated, i.e. polychromatic illumination and to some extent

non-homogeneous samples (Myers et al., 2007; Weitkamp et

al., 2011). Nowadays Paganin’s phase-retrieval algorithm is

used, for example, at beamline ID19 of the ESRF in a routine

manner (Mirone et al., 2014). It is easily applicable, robust and

yields excellent results with samples requiring phase contrast

but for which knowing the internal morphology is mainly

relevant, i.e. it is not necessarily applied in a quantitative

manner (Pierce et al., 2013; Sanchez et al., 2012; Bayerlein et

al., 2014).

Propagation-based phase-contrast imaging is very attractive

for synchrotron radiation sources as basically it can be used

with the same protocol as for absorption-based mCT: the only

difference is the propagation distance between the sample and

the detector which needs to be extended. Hence, PBI with or

without phase retrieval is applied at numerous beamlines

around the globe (Banhart, 2008). It remains challenging to

use coarse spatial resolution: the large pixel sizes lead to long

propagation distances of up to several meters which are not

easily available on every beamline (Pagot et al., 2005; Weit-

kamp et al., 2011).

2.2. Grating interferometry

XGI is an imaging technique that was developed in the

early 2000s (David et al., 2002; Momose et al., 2003). It

provides simultaneously three inherently registered signals:

absorption, phase and dark-field signal (Weitkamp et al., 2005;

Pfeiffer et al., 2008). It is a quantitative imaging technique that

is very sensitive to small density variations, being able to

differentiate density differences down to 0.5 mg cm�3

(Zanette et al., 2013b). Furthermore, it can also be imple-

mented with laboratory X-ray sources (Pfeiffer et al., 2006).

All these reasons make XGI a versatile technique that is being

used in many different applications such as medical imaging or

material sciences (Schulz et al., 2012; Yaroshenko et al., 2013;

Herzen et al., 2014; Sarapata et al., 2015; Grandl et al., 2015).

The interferometer used in this study is composed of two

gratings, cf. Fig. 1(b). The phase grating (G1) introduces a

phase shift to the incoming X-rays. Through the Talbot effect

(Talbot, 1836), after traversing the grating a periodic intensity

modulation is created with maximum intensity variations at

the so-called fractional Talbot distances (Cloetens et al., 1997).

Because the period of the intensity modulation is too small

(�2–5 mm) to be directly detected with a detector with a large

field of view as desired, a second grating G2 is used to analyze

this pattern. From this analysis the first derivative of the phase

of the wavefront after passing the sample is retrieved in the

direction perpendicular to the grating lines. Integration in

Fourier space, for example, combined with the tomographic

reconstruction algorithm can be applied in order to recover

the phase information in three dimensions (Pfeiffer et al.,

2007).

Compared with propagation-based phase-contrast imaging,

grating-based interferometry enables a more compact

experimental setup and offers tri-modal contrast images with a

single scan. Especially for coarse spatial resolutions, i.e. large

pixel sizes, the mentioned long-propagation distances of

several meters as for PBI are not required. These advantages

are compromised by the fact that specific X-ray optical

elements, i.e. the gratings, as well as a more sophisticated data

acquisition protocol are required.

3. Experiments

The experiments were performed at the ID19 hard X-ray

imaging beamline (ESRF). ID19 is a long beamline with the

experimental hutch placed 145 m away from the X-ray source,

providing a partially coherent X-ray beam suitable for

performing phase-contrast imaging with high sensitivity. For

the study, standard configurations of ID19 were chosen.

Hence, the two phase-contrast modalities are compared under

conditions relevant to daily operation at ESRF.

As an X-ray source, the single-harmonic undulator U17.6

was used. This study was carried out at two photon energies:

19.7 keV and 35.6 keV. In both cases, the filtered ‘pink’ beam

from the undulator was used without any monochromator.

The 19.7 keV ‘pink’ beam was obtained with 0.7 mm-thick Al

filter, a 1 mm diamond filter, an undulator gap set to 30 mm

and had an energy bandwidth of 1.35 keV at its full width at

half-maximum (FWHM) (photon flux density of around 5 �
1010 photons s�1 mm�2). The 35.6 keV beam energy config-

uration was obtained with an undultor gap of 15 mm, intro-

ducing 5.6 mm-thick Al and 0.14 mm-thick Cu filters and it

had an energy bandwidth of 6.1 keVat its FWHM (photon flux

density of around 2 � 1011 photons s�1 mm�2). The detector

was an indirect system consisting of a 10 mm-thick gadolinium

oxysulfide scintillator (Gd2O2S), a magnifying lens system, and

a FReLon CCD camera with 2048 � 2048 pixels (Douissard et

al., 2012; Labiche et al., 2007). The measurements using grating

interferometry were made using the FReLon E2V with an

effective pixel size of 8 mm. The propagation-based images

were acquired using a FReLon 2K with an effective pixel size

of 7.5 mm.

Fig. 1(a) shows a schematic representation of the propa-

gation-based setup used for this experiment. Two different

configurations were used for the measurements. At 19.7 keV,

the sample was placed 2.6 m upstream of the detector. For the

second configuration using X-rays at 35.6 keV, the sample was

placed 8.1 m upstream of the detector.

A schematic representation of the interferometer position

in the experimental hutch can be seen in Fig. 1(b). At a photon

energy of E = 19.7 keV, a 4.8 mm-period G1 made of Si with a

structure height of 23 mm was used (creating approximately �
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shift). G2 had a period of 2.4 mm and was made of Au, with a

structure height of 100 mm. The inter-grating distance was set

to 48.5 cm, matching the 11th Talbot distance. For the second

configuration, a phase grating G1 with a period of 4.8 mm and

a height of 44 mm was used, which created a � shift to X-rays

of 35 keV. The same G2 from the 19.7 keV configuration was

used. The inter-grating distance used was 41.5 cm, matching

the fifth Talbot distance.

3.1. Sample

The sample measured in this study was a phantom

composed of eight different materials, listed in Table 1. The

phantom was designed for phase measurements with high

sensitivity, with all the rod material density differences with

respect to the base material ranging between 0.047 and

0.237 g cm�3. The phantom had a cylindrical form, with a

diameter of 12 mm and was 20 mm long. Each of the rods

inside had a 1 mm diameter and was 20 mm long.

3.2. Measurements

For a fair comparison of XGI and PBI, as similar experi-

mental configurations as possible were used for each photon

energy. However, one should notice that, due to the difference

in the experimental setups of each technique, it was not

possible to equal the flux and the exposure time of the scans.

XGI measurements were performed using the phase-step-

ping method, in which the phase grating is moved in the

direction perpendicular to the grating lines and the optical axis

at least over one period of the absorption grating in five evenly

spaced steps. During this movement several images are

recorded, and the phase-stepping curve is obtained for each

pixel (Weitkamp et al., 2005). For the XGI measurements at

19.7 keV, the exposure time per frame was 1 s while for the

measurements at 35.6 keV the exposure time per frame was

0.2 s. For tomography, phase stepping scans were performed at

1499 evenly spaced angular views of the sample over 360�. The

resulting total exposure time was 125 min for the configuration

at 19.6 keV and 25 min for the configuration at 35.6 keV.

For the PBI measurements one single projection was

acquired per angle; 2000 projections in total over 180� were

acquired. In the two energy configurations the exposure time

per frame was set to 0.3 s, which yielded a total exposure

time of 10 min. The total exposure time in the measurements

using propagation-based imaging is considerably shorter in

comparison with the XGI measurements.

The reconstruction of the PBI data was carried out applying

Paganin’s phase-retrieval algorithm (Paganin et al., 2002)

together with the filtered back-projection algorithm and

standard image restoration protocols. For this purpose the

ESRF software High Speed Tomography in Python (PyHST)

was used (Mirone et al., 2014). For the PBI reconstructions

three different �/� values close to the theoretical values of the

materials in the phantom were used for the two energy

configurations. For the theoretical � values the Windt database

(Windt, 1998) and for the �/� the CXRO database was used

(Henke et al., 1993).

The reconstruction of the XGI data is carried out in two

steps. First a pixelwise Fourier analysis is performed in order

to extract the different signals out of the phase-stepping

curves. Once the absorption or differential-phase projections

are reconstructed, the same filtered back-projection algorithm

used to reconstruct the PBI slices is used. In order to recon-

struct the phase a Hilbert filter is used, which enables the

integration of the differential projections in Fourier space

(Pfeiffer et al., 2007).

4. Results

In order to compare the performance of PBI and XGI

methods, a slice of each reconstructed volume of � is shown in

Fig. 2. To best visualize the images, all the phantom slices are

shown on a scale range of 80 times the standard deviation of

the background, calculated in a region of interest (ROI) of

46 � 56 pixels. The slices of tomography reconstructions from

PBI measurements using three different �/� values are shown

in Figs. 2(d), 2(g) and 2( j). When the �/� value chosen is close

to one of the materials in the phantom, the image of this

material is expected to be shown sharp and homogeneous. On

the other hand, when the �/� value differs from the one

corresponding to the material, the shape of the rod becomes

blurred and no longer homogeneous. In principle, they are

more sophisticated approaches which could perform single-

distance phase retrieval on such a phantom sample with

spatially well defined constituents in a superior manner

(Beltran et al., 2010). However, commonly they are less

frequently used compared with the original approach by

Paganin et al. (Weitkamp et al., 2011).

At 19.7 keV (see Fig. 2d) one can see that the �/� value of

300 is not suited for all the materials in the sample. This value

was chosen as closest to the theoretical �/� of PVC (material

1), which is 242. However, in the reconstruction the rod does

not appear homogeneous, because it is surrounded by an

unknown material which can be clearly seen in in Fig. 2(b) and

might have a very different �/� value. When increasing the �/�
value to 2000, we become closer to the theoretical values

corresponding to PMMA (material 4) and PA (material 2), i.e.

2301 and 2337, respectively. As we can see in Fig. 2(g), the rods

look more homogeneous than the ones corresponding to the

rest of the materials. When reconstructing the slice using a �/�
of 3000, we see that PE (material 3) becomes more homo-
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Table 1
Material composition of the phantom’s inserts.

Material Density (g cm�3)

1 Polyvinyl chloride (PVC) 1.36
2 Polyamide/nylon (PA) 1.00
3 Polyethilene (PE) 0.95
4 Polymethylmethacrylate PMMA 1.19
5 Polyurethane (PUR) + carbone 1.09
6 Epoxy resin (EP) + iodine 1.16
7 Polyurethane 1.08
8 Epoxy resin (EP) 1.13
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geneous. This is because the corresponding theoretical value

is 3272.

Three exemplary �/� values are shown in this article. When

�/� values higher than 3000 are chosen (not shown in this

article), PVC and EP-I (materials 1 and 6) become more sharp

and homogeneous, and the rest of the phantom materials

become indistinguishable in this gray scale range.

The slice of tomography reconstruction from the XGI

measurement at 19.7 keV is shown in Fig. 2(a). In this case, all

eight materials are clearly visible, sharp and each rod looks

homogeneous.

For a better understanding of the difference in the quality of

the images obtained with the two techniques, a histogram of

the data acquired at 19.7 keV is also shown in Figs. 2(c), 2( f),

2(i) and 2(l). The histograms have been computed in the

rectangular ROI shown by the white dashed line in Figs. 2(a)

and 2(d), in order to avoid the background. If the technique

provides enough sensitivity to separate all the materials in the
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Figure 2
Comparison of XGI and PBI results at two X-ray photon energies. The results of the XGI measurements are shown inside the blue rectangle, and the PBI
results are shown inside the red rectangle. (a) XGI phase-slice at 19.7 keV; the white dashed rectangle shows the ROI used for calculating the histogram
in (c). (b) XGI phase-slice at 35.6 keV; the numbers correspond to the different materials of Table 1. (c) Histogram of the XGI slice at 19.7 keV on
logarithmic scale, over a region only containing materials inside the phantom. Inside the red rectangle the results of the PBI measurements are shown.
(d), (g), ( j) PBI slices at 19.7 keV using �/� values of 300, 2000 and 3000, respectively. (e), (h), (k) PBI slices at 35.6 keV using �/� values of 600, 1000 and
2000, respectively. ( f ), (i), (l) Corresponding histograms of the PBI slices at 19.7 keV on a logarithmic scale.
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phantom, the pixels in each of the

materials should produce a distinct peak

in the histogram.

For the histograms of the phase slices

obtained using PBI at 19.7 keV, all the

peaks are close to each other. Even-

tually, the pixel values corresponding to

several materials are all together in one

and the same peak, which makes the

differentiation difficult or even impos-

sible. This shows the limitation of PBI

in depicting � of a specimen with a

moderate density gradient between

0.047 and 0.237 g cm�3.

All four histograms of the PBI measurements show a similar

behavior. In all four cases the highest peak is composed of

pixel values of materials 5, 7 and 8. Note that material 5 is a

heterogeneous mixture of polymethilmethacrylate (PUR) and

carbon. Carbon has a higher � value than PUR and can be

distinguished between the peaks of material numbers 6 and 4

or together with material 4. Pixel values of materials 2 and 3,

although separated, are very close to each other.

When looking at the XGI histogram in Fig. 2(c), all the

materials are clearly distinguishable. XGI allows the quanti-

tative measurement of �. A ROI of 50 � 50 pixels is selected

in the material and mean values are calculated. The error is

calculated taking into account the standard deviation of the

ROI and the error of the inter-grating distance. For example,

the theoretical � of PVC at 19.7 keV is 7.47 � 10�7, the

calculated mean value of the experimental GI results at

19.7 keV gives a value of 7.46 � 10�7 � 0.02. For PMMA the

measured value at 19.7 keV, 6.80 � 10�7 � 0.01, slightly

deviates from the expected theoretical value of 6.87 � 10�7.

The deviation can be the result of the effect of the energy

bandwidth of the X-ray beam. The bandwidth of 1.35 keV

corresponds to a � of 0.95 � 10�7. The high sensitivity of XGI

on density variations is visible, since even material number 6

[epoxy resin (EP) + iodine], with a mass density difference of

4% with respect to the base material, can be clearly distin-

guished.

One should note the difference in values of materials 4

(PMMA) and 6 (EP + iodine) using PBI and XGI. At 19.7 keV

photon energy PMMA has a theoretical � value of 6.94 � 10�7,

EP has a theoretical � value of 5.9 � 10�7 and iodine has a

theoretical � value of 21.9 � 10�7. Material 6 is a mixture of

EP and iodine. In the measurements using PBI the mixture

peak appears at a higher value than that of the PMMA.

Contrarily, the measured � of the PMMA in the XGI

measurements is higher than that of the mixture. This can be

related to the highly attenuating nature of iodine which will

make region 6 appear denser and brighter in the tomographic

slice than other materials: the phase-retrieval by Paganin et al.

reconstructs an effective thickness for a given refractive index.

The XGI image of � will not show this difference in �. The

latter is related to the so-called attenuating image of XGI

(data not shown here).

Regarding the results with respect to the X-ray energy,

contrast-to-noise ratios were calculated between materials 1–7

and the base material 8 according to (Herzen et al., 2009):

CNR ¼ j SA � SB j
�2
A þ �2

B

� �1=2
; ð1Þ

where SA and SB are the mean � values of two different

materials and �A and �B are the corresponding standard

deviations calculated in a ROI of 50 � 50 pixels. Results of this

calculation can be seen in Table 2. They refer to standard

configurations in use at beamline ID19 (ESRF), i.e. they are

more of an indicator but cannot serve as absolute measure to

compare the potentials of the two approaches.

Slices obtained from PBI show that the highest photon

energy configuration gives better contrast-to-noise ratios. This

behavior is related to the dependency on the �/� ratio chosen

for the reconstruction. At higher photon energies the differ-

ence between � and � becomes smaller, and the �/� constant

assumption is better fulfilled. On the other hand, XGI results

show better contrast-to-noise ratios at 19.7 keV. This is

probably because the differences between � of the different

materials are stronger at lower X-ray energies.

At 19.7 keV, XGI results in a higher contrast-to-noise ratio

for every material pair except for material number 6. This is

the mixture of iodine and EP and the one with the lowest

density difference with respect to the base material: again, the

highly attenuating iodine will be beneficial for the contrast in

PBI due to the phase-retrieval approach used. At 35.6 keV,

PBI gives a better contrast-to-noise ratio for the material pairs

1–8, 3–8, 4–8 and 6–8.

One has to mention that the dose to the sample has been

significantly higher for the XGI scans than for the PBI scans,

cf. the total exposure times per scan mentioned in x3.2. Hence,

the applied XGI protocol might be more desirable for non-

biological specimens.

5. Discussion

When using the above detailed experimental settings at

beamline ID19, XGI gives better contrast-to-noise ratios at

the lower X-ray energy. Contrarily, PBI shows better contrast-

to-noise ratios when higher photon energy is applied. This is
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Table 2
Contrast-to-noise ratios of seven different materials with respect to the base material for the four
different configurations analyzed in the study.

Material
numbers

CNR XGI
(E = 19.7 keV)

CNR XGI
(E = 35.6 keV)

CNR PBI
(E = 19.7 keV,
�/� = 300)

CNR PBI
(E = 35.6 keV,
�/� = 600)

1–8 84.5 30.9 13.7 84
2–8 50.4 21.5 20.0 20.1
3–8 68.8 14.7 36.4 26.0
4–8 24.0 9.8 22.8 19.3
5–8 8.2 3.2 0.1 0.1
6–8 9.5 2.5 22.7 84.3
7–8 22.7 4.8 0.7 0.2
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related to the fact that � and � values for the different

constituents of the sample become closer with increasing

photon energy. Therefore, at the higher photon energy

configuration the variation of the �/� ratio throughout the

phantom matches better the assumption of being constant.

The choice between the two phase-contrast techniques is

not trivial as several more technical constraints at a synchro-

tron beamline need to be considered as well. Assuming that

the required gratings for XGI are nowadays widely commer-

cially available, a rather compact XGI setup can be realised

even for more coarse spatial resolutions. The demands of the

technique in terms of coherence properties of the incoming

wavefront are somewhat relaxed with respect to PBI while

access to high spatial resolution, especially below 1 mm, is

limited (Lang et al., 2014). As mentioned several times, the

data acquisition protocol and post-processing for XGI remains

more complex. This limits, as well, access to higher temporal

resolution, i.e. to acquire tomographic scans within a few

seconds or less (Rack et al., 2010). Different XGI acquisition

schemes have been demonstrated in recent years which

potentially can shorten the exposure times (Zanette et al.,

2012).

Contrarily, PBI does not require additional optical

elements: the same protocol as for microtomography in

absorption mode is used, with only the sample-detector

distance increased. This rather simple acquisition protocol

makes PBI somewhat robust and gives access to higher

temporal resolution (Rack et al., 2010). PBI with coarser

spatial resolution and/or higher photon energies depends on

the layout of a synchrotron beamline as propagation distances

of more than 10 m can be required (Pagot et al., 2005; Weit-

kamp et al., 2010, 2011; Tromba et al., 2010; MacDowell et al.,

2012; Rack et al., 2008, 2009; Stampanoni et al., 2007; Rau et al.,

2011). For data processing and contrary to XGI, a priori

information, i.e. the refractive index in terms of � and �, is

needed, available either from existing databases or can be

determined by a guess-and-check approach. As outlined

within this article, density gradients within the sample remain

a challenge for PBI in combination with single-distance phase

retrieval. For specimens with substantially stronger density

gradients than used in this study it is common to apply a �/�
value for the lighter material while the denser material

remains with a fringe (cf. for example Artioli et al., 2012): the

fringe-related contrast in such cases is frequently substantially

weaker than the attenuation contrast.

6. Summary

We have presented an experimental study of X-ray grating

interferometry and propagation-based phase-contrast imaging

in terms of their capability of handling heterogeneous speci-

mens with moderate density gradients. A comparison of the

X-ray phase-tomography data obtained using XGI and PBI

shows the superiority of XGI to PBI with respect to the

mentioned density gradients: the XGI pictures maintain a high

sharpness while for PBI in combination with single-distance

phase retrieval a substantial blur of the images remains. These

underline the robustness of XGI as well as its ability to

characterize a sample in a quantitative manner while the PBI

approach combined with single-distance phase retrieval is not

able to handle density gradients as low as 4%. Hence, it could

be desirable for the future to further evaluate the potential of

XGI for application fields outside the biomedical community,

i.e. materials research or cultural heritage.
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